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ORTHOSYMMETRIC ORTHOLATTICES

R. MAYET

(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. Orthosymmetric ortholattices, which form an equational class of

algebras, approximate ortholattices of closed subspaces of Hubert spaces, and

more generally projection lattices of von Neumann algebras, more closely than

orthomodular lattices

The main interest in orthomodular lattices (abbreviated OMLs) comes from

the fact that they constitute a simple algebraic approximation of closed sub-

space ortholattices C(H) of Hilbert spaces and more generally of projection

ortholattices of von Neumann algebras, and that they lead to logico-algebraic

approaches to quantum mechanics [2, 7, 8].
On a lattice C(H) (where H is a Hilbert space) there is, besides ortholattice

operations A, V, X, another simple binary operation S: (X, Y) —> ox(Y),

where ox denotes the orthogonal symmetry operator corresponding to X (de-

fined, for x = X! + x2, xx e X, x2e XL , by ox(x) = xx - x2).
In this paper we define a new variety obtained by adding to the theory of

OMLs a new binary operation S and new identity axioms. Algebras defined

in this way are called orthosymmetric ortholattices (abbreviated OSOLs). The

orthomodular identity is an easy consequence of new axioms (Proposition 1),

hence every OSOL is an OML.
Besides lattices C(H), all projection lattices of von Neumann algebras

(Corollary of Proposition 12), and all Boolean algebras carry a natural structure

of OSOL. Boolean algebras are just trivial OSOLs in which S (a ,b) = b for any

a , b ; this is an obvious consequence of the fact that, in any OSOL, a com-

mutes with b iff S (a , b) — b . All finite modular ortholattices, but only few of

the known finite nonmodular OMLs (in particular few of the finite horizontal

sums of Boolean algebras), can be equipped with a structure of OSOL.

Just as regards OMLs, every interval of an OSOL carries a natural structure

of OSOL, and zero equivalence classes of congruences on OSOLs are p-ideals.

This last result is the most difficult to prove and its proof needs most of the

previously stated results.

In §6 we extend the coordinatization theory for OMLs by means of Baer *-

semigroups [4, 5], (also called Foulis semigroups [1, 9]) to OSOLs. With this
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aim, we define the variety of symmetric Baer *-semigroups. In this section we

study an identity satisfied in every symmetric Baer *-semigroup. We show that

this identity holds in any Baer *-semigroup coordinatizing an OML, but not in

all Baer *-semigroups. This proves that the class of all Baer *-semigroups is not

the smallest equational class containing all '-semigroups coordinatizing OMLs.

In the last paragraph we describe a simple idealized physical experiment

showing that some orthogonal symmetries of the phase space in quantum me-

chanics have a physical meaning.

The reader can find information about ortholattices and OMLs in [9]. For

any elements a, b of an ortholattice, we use the following notation:

<Pa(b) = (b V ax) A a   (cpa is called the Sasaki projection on a) ;

a -» b = (a A b) V a^ ;

a <-> b = (a Ab) V (ax A/r1);

Com(a, b) = (a A b) V (a1- Ab)v(aA b^) v (a1- A b^).

1. Basic definitions and properties

Definition. An OSOL is an ortholattice equipped with a binary operation S,

satisfying the following axioms, where S(a, b) is denoted by Sa(b) :

(51) For every a e L, Sa is an involutive automorphism of (L, S) :

(a) Sa(x±) = Sa(x)± ;

(b) Sa(xAy) = Sa(x)ASa(y);

(c) SaoSa= lL;

(d) Sa o Sb o Sa = SSa(b) ',

(52) xV5fl(x)=xV <pa(x) ;

(53) if a 1 b then SaVb =Sa°Sb.

Proposition 1. Every OSOL is an OML.

Proof. Let (L,S) be an OSOL. If x e L, then by (S2), xvSx(x) = xv<px(x) =
x, hence Sx(x) < x. It follows that x = S^Siix)) < Sx(x), thus Sx(x) = x

and $i = 1¿. By (S3) for each a in L, Sa ° Sa± = Sx = lL, which by (SI)

implies Sa = Sa± . It follows that, for any x e L, xvSfl(x) = x\iSa±(x), thus

by (S2), x V PaM = x V ç>ax (x), and it is easy (considering the case x < a) to

show that this identity is equivalent to orthomodularity.

Proposition 2. The class of all OSOLs is an equational class.

Proposition 3. Let H be a Hilbert space (over R or C) and let L — C(H). For

all X, Y in L, let S(X, Y) be the image of Y under the orthogonal symmetry

corresponding to X. Then (L, S) is an OSOL.

Proof. Let X e L, px be the projection operator onto X , and ox = 2px - I h

the (orthogonal) symmetry operator corresponding to X. Operation S on L

is defined by S(X, Y) = SX(Y) = ax(Y) = {ox(y)\y e Y} . Then SX(Y) eL,
and it is easy to see that:

• Sx is an involutive automorphism of (L, S) ;

• Y+Sx(Y) = Y +px(Y), and <px(Y) is the topological closure of px(Y),

hence YvSx(Y) = YV(px(Y);
• if X J. Y then ax ° Oy — -oxmy , hence Sx ° Sy = Sxw •
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Proposition 4. Proposition 3 can be extended to any orthomodular space over a

division ring of characteristic different from 2.

Proof. Let H be a vector space over a division ring K whose characteristic is

5¿ 2, with an involutive antiautomorphism, equipped with a definite Hermitian

form. A subspace X of H is said to be closed if X = X-11-. Let L = C(H)
be the ortholattice of all closed subspaces of H. Then H is said to be an
orthomodular space [6], or a Hilbert space over K [10], if L is orthomodular

or, equivalently, if for any X e L, H = X + X1-.
If H is an orthomodular space, then for each X e L, the orthogonal projec-

tion px is defined by px(x) = xx, where x = xx + x2, xx e X and x2 e X1-.

It is easy to see that y>x(Y) = Px(Y)-L± for any Y e L.

We define X and Sx as above and in the same way show that (L, S) is

an OSOL, the only difference being that the topological closure of E C H is

replaced by E±J-.

Corollary. Every complete, atomic, irreducible OML of dimension > 4, satisfy-

ing the covering law, can be equipped with a structure of OSOL.

Proof. Such an OML is isomorphic to an ortholattice C(H) whose H is an
orthomodular space [10].

In the following, (L, S) denotes an OSOL.

Proposition 5. For all a, b in L,

(1) Sa = Sa,.
(2) The following statements are equivalent:

(a) aCb ;
(b) Sa(b) = b ;

(C)   Sa o Sb = Sa^b i

(d)   Sa o cpb = cpb o Sa .

(3) a e C(L) if and only if Sa = U .

Proof. ( 1 ) has been proved in Proposition 1.

(2) (a) «• (b). If aCb then b = bv <pa(b) = b V Sa(b), thus Sa(b) < b,
and therefore, Sa(b) = b. Conversely, if Sa(b) = b then b — b v Sa(b) —

b v <pa(b) = (b V a) A (b V aL), hence aCb .
(a) => (c). If aCb then a = (a A b) v (a A b^ , b± = (a A bL) V (ûx A bL),

hence by axioms (SI), (S3) and above results SaoSb = Sa°Sb± = SaAb o^a*^ °

^aAb± ° Sa±/\b± = ^a/\b ° Sa^^b-1 = ^(aAèJvta^Aft-1-) = ^«fi ■

(c) => (b). If Sa ° Sb = Sa„h , then as b   C  a~b, Sa(b) = Sa(Sb(b)) =
Sa„b(b) = b.

(b) <=> (d). It is easy to see that for any a, b in L, Sa ° <pb ° Sa — y>sa(b) •

Therefore, if Sa(b) = b, Sa ° cpb o Sa = cpb , thus Sa ° cpb = cpb o Sa . Conversely,

if 5«, o fb = fb o Sa, then Sa o <pb o Sa = <pb = cpSa{b), hence Sa(b) = b .
(3) is an obvious consequence of the above equivalence (a) o (b).

2. Examples

(a) On a Boolean lattice Lx , there exists a unique structure of OSOL, ob-

tained by defining Sa for every a in Lx by Sa = 1¿, .
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(b) Let n > 2 and let Z) be a one-dimensional subspace of R2. The sub-

OML of C(R2) whose atoms are all one-dimensional subspaces obtained from

D by kn/2n rotations (0 < k < 2n) is a sub-OSOL of C(R2), which as an
OML is isomorphic to MOn .

This shows that for each n > 2, MO„ can be equipped with a structure

of OSOL. Actually for n > 3, there are more than one structure of OSOL on

MOn . Indeed for any cardinal a > 3 , if we define Sa for any atom a of MOa

by Sa(b) = b1- if b is an atom such that b / a, a1, Sa(b) = b otherwise,
then it is not difficult to verify that (MOa, S) is an OSOL, and that if a is an

integer, this OSOL is not isomorphic to the previous one.

(c) Suppose an OSOL L is the horizontal sum of a family (5¿)/g/ of Boolean

algebras, each having at least 4 elements, where Card(7) > 2. Let i, j e I,

i ¿ j, and let a e Bl■■ - {0, 1}. If Sa(Bj) = B¡, then for each b e B¡ - {0},
b v Sa(b) = èV <pa(b) = bv a = 1, hence Sa(b) > bx ; it follows that if c,

d e Bj are such that c/0, d ^ 0, c Aúf = 0, then Sa(cvd) = Sa(c)vSa(d) >
cx V dL = 1, thus c V d — 1, which proves that Bj is four-element.

Let us assume that there exists pel such that Card(5p) > 4. By the above

result, there exist q / p and e e L such that Se(Bp) = Bq, and so Ba is

isomorphic to Bp . Let a, b e Bp - {0, 1} such that a / b, a j= b1-. By
(2) aCb implies Sa o Sb = Sa^b . Moreover, from a ^ b , b1- it follows that

a <-> b e Bp - {0, 1}. If we should have Sa(Bq) = Sb(Bq), it would follow that

Sa^b(Bq) = Bq, which is impossible by the above result and the assumption

Card(Bg) > 4. Hence Sa(Bq) ¿ Sb(Bq).
Let J be the set of all j € I such that Bj is isomorphic to Bp. By the

previous result, the map 8 from Bp to J - {p} defined by Sa(Bq) = ße(a) is

such that:

(6(a) = 8(b)) «(a = ftora = è-L) (this is trivially true if ae {0, 1} or b e

{0, 1}). It follows that Card(5p) + 2 < 2Card(7). Hence if Bp is infinite, then
/ is infinite, Card(7) > Card(-Sp), and therefore Card(7) > Sup^/Card^) •
In particular, if / is finite, then for each i e I, B¡ is finite.

From now on we suppose that / is finite and consequently that each B¡ is

finite. Let us assume that there exist p, q e I such that Bp and Bq are not

isomorphic. We may assume, for instance, that Card(5?) > 4. Let P (resp.

Q) be the set of all /' e I such that B, is isomorphic to Bp (resp. to Bq).

If a e Bp- {0, 1} then Sa swaps each B¡, for i e Q, with another. Hence

Card(ß) is an even number. If b e Ba - {0, 1} then Sb swaps each B¡,

for i e Q - {q} with another, thus Card(ö) is an odd number, which is a

contradiction.

It follows that for all i, j e I, B¡ is isomorphic to B¡ . Moreover, if

Card(5,) > 4 then, by the above result, Card(£,) < 2(Card(/) - 1). We also

notice that, if Card(ß,) > 4, the above proof (in the case where b e Bq-{0, 1})

shows that Card(7) is an odd number.

Let us summarize these last results:

Proposition 6. Let L be an OSOL which is the horizontal sum of n Boolean

lattices B\, B2, ... , Bn. Then

(i) All Boolean lattices B, are finite and pairwise isomorphic,

(ii) // Card(5,) > 4, then n is an odd number and n > Card(5,)/2 .
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(d) It follows from Proposition 6 that the least OML fulfilling the following
three requirements:

- L is the horizontal sum of a finite number of Boolean lattices,

- L is not isomorphic to any MOn .

- L can be equipped with a structure of OSOL,

possesses at least 5 blocks, each of them with at lest 3 atoms.

Let HOR(5, 3) (see Figure 1) be the horizontal sum of 5 Boolean algebras,

each of them with 3 atoms.

\a2   \a5   |

•at.   ian   *

a-,

at)

tfio

an

ax2

an
ax4

*aX5

Figure 1

We describe any involutive automorphism / of HOR (5, 3) by giving the list

of all pairs (i, j), i # j, such that atoms a,, a¡ are swapped by /. A com-

puter calculation shows that there is a unique OSOL structure (HOR(5, 3), S)
such that:

Sa, = (4, 7)(5, 8)(6, 9)(10, 13)(11, 14)(12, 15),
Sai = (4, 13)(5, 14)(6, 15)(7, 10)(8, 11)(9, 12),
Sa4 = (l,7)(2,8)(3,9)(10s 15)(11, 13)(12, 14).

It is easy to prove the uniqueness of this structure since, for instance, we

have by axiom (Sl)(d),

$*, — Ssa¡ (a4) = Sa¡ o Sa4 ° Sa¡

and in the same way one can express SUi successively for z = 13, 8, 10, 11, 5,

15, 14, 6, 9, 3.
(e) If a finite OML is given by a Greechie diagram, it is easy in most cases

to show that it cannot be equipped with a structure of OSOL. For instance, let

us assume that (LI, S) where LI is the OML given in Figure 2, is an OSOL.
a3

a4 a5

06"

a-jv

Figure 2

Then, as ax does not commute with a4, by (2), we have Sa{(a4) ^ a4 , which

is a contradiction since a4 is invariant under each automorphism of LI.

(f) OMLs L9 and LI5 given in Figures 3 and 4 can be equipped with OSOL
structures.

ax

a2\

ai

a4

as

at,

a-,
a«
at)

Figure 3

Operation S on L9 can be entirely defined, for instance, by:

Sfl2 = (4,7)(5,8)(6,9),
5fl5 = (l,7)(2)8)(3,9).

Notation used here is the same as above in section (d), and this result may be

proved in the same way, observing that necessarily Sa, = (5, 6)(8, 9).
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Figure 4

On OML L15, operation S is determined by conditions:

5ai - (4, 5)(6, 11X7, 12)(8, 13)(9, 14)(10, 15),
Sa3 = (6,7)(9, 10)(11, 12)(14, 15),
5fl5 = (l,2)(6, 14)(7, 15)(8, 13)(9, 12)(10, 11),

Sae = (9, 10)(1, 11)(2, 12)(3, 13)(4, 15)(5, 14).

It is easy to see that, in both cases, the OSOL structure is not unique.

(g) As OSOLs form a variety, we can obtain other examples of finite non-

modular OSOLs by constructing products of above examples, for instance the

product of HOR(5, 3) with the two-element Boolean algebra.

3. Independence of axioms

Proposition 7. Each of axioms (Sl)(d), (S2), (S3) is independent of all other

axioms of OSOLs.

Proof. Following results (a) and (c) have been obtained by computer.

(a) on OML LI5 given in Figure 4, we define a binary operation S' in the

same way as S above, except that S'a¡ = S'± = f ° Sa¡ o f and S'a2 = S'a±_ —

f °Sa2° f where / is the involutive automorphism of LI5 , which swaps an

and ax2, all other atoms being invariant under /. Then (LI5, S') fulfills all

OSOL axioms, except (Sl)(d).

(b) Let L be a non-Boolean OML. If we define S by Sa — Il for every a in

L, then (S, L) satisfies all axioms of OSOLs but (S2). This shows the signif-
icance of axiom (S2) without which every OML would carry a trivial structure

of OSOL.
(c) On OML L9 given in Figure 3, we define the binary operation 5" as

follows:

- Sq = S[ — 1 ¿9 ;

- for each atom a, S'a = Sa, where S is defined as above, and S'a± =

Se(a) > where 8 is the involutive automorphism of L9, which swaps each of the

couples (ax, a2), (a4, a5), (aj, a8).

Then all OSOL axioms are satisfied in (L9, 5") except (S3), since for in-

stance, S'a¡ o S'af. ¿ S[ .
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4. Some other properties of OSOLs

Propositions. Axioms (52) is equivalent to each of the following:

(S'2)   bASa(b) = bA(a^b);
(S"2)   cpbx oSao(pb = y>bl_ °tpa°cpb.

Proof. Axiom (S2) is equivalent to (/3X V S^/V-))-1- = (b1- V tpa^))1-, thus to

b A Sa(b) = b A (a -» b).
Let L be an OSOL, and a, b, x e L. Let y = <pb(x). Then <pb±(y) — 0

hence:

<pb± (Sa(y)) = <pb± (y v Sa(y)) = <pb± (y v cpa(y)) = <pb± (cpa(y)),

which proves that (S"2) holds. Conversely, let L be an OML equipped with

a binary operation S fulfilling condition (S"2). Then for any a, b e L,

Cpb,(Sa(b)) = <pb,(Sa(<pb(b))) = <pb,(<Pa(b)),

which can be written (Sa(b) V b) A b1- = (cpa(b) V b) A b-1. It follows that

Sa(b) V b = ((Sa(b) v b) A bx) v b = ((<pa(b) vb)Ab±)vb = <pa(b) v b.

Proposition 9. For any a, b, x in L,

(4) Sa = S6 # aC¿> and a^ be C(L) ;
(5) // L « irreducible then Sa — Sb iff a — b or a - bx ,
(6) b « Sa(b) = Com(a, b) ;
(7) S",, o 5Ä = 56 o Sa iff (bCSa(b) and Com(a, b) e C(L)) ;
(8) bCSa(b) iff Sa(b) = Ta(b), where Ta(b) = (a1- Ab)v(aAb)V ((aL Vb)

A (a V b) Abx);

(9) b 1 Sa(b) iff Sa(b) = (ax V b) A (a V ¿7) a 6-l ;
(10) aAb = aASa(b), aVb = avSa(b), a ^ b = a ^ Sa(b), Com(a,b) =

Com(a, Sa(b)) ;

(11) Sa(x) = S,aW(x).

Remarks, (a) By (4), the relation (aCb and a ^ b e C(L)) is an equivalence.

It can be shown that on any OML, this relation is an equivalence.

(b) We have shown in §2(b) that for any cardinal a, MOQ can be equipped

with a structure of OSOL (MO„, S), such that for all a, b in MO„ , Sa(b) = b
or Sa(b) = b1-, hence in particular Sa(b)Cb. It follows from (8) that in this

case S - T, and more generally, that if L is any OML belonging to the variety

V generated by all MOa (in particular if L is any finite modular ortholattice),

then (L, T) is an OSOL. If L is any OML, (L, T) is not necessarily an OSOL.
However if a, b e L, then the subalgebra of L generated by {a, b} is in V,

and it follows that every OSOL equation in two variables is satisfied in (L, T).

Proposition 10.   (12)   x<Com(a,b) implies Sa o Sb(x) = Sa^b(x).

Proof. We first notice that in any OML, x < y implies cpb(x) — tp^^y^x). If

x < Com(a, b), then by (11), this identity implies Sb(x) = Sip^c0m(a,b))(x) •

As cpb(Com(a, b)) — b A Com(a, b) = (a A b) V (a1- A b), it follows that:

Sb(x) = S(a/\b)\/(a^/\b)(x) — Sa/\b ° Sa-*-Ab(x) = Sa±Ab ° SaAb(x)-
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As Sb(x) < Com(a, b), we can apply this last result to b, a, Sb(x) instead of

a, b, x, and we obtain:

Sa(Sb(x)) = SaAb± o SaAb(Sb(x)) = SaAbx ° $aAb ° SaAb ° Sa±Ab(x)

— SaAb± ° Sa->-Ab(x)  = Sa±^b(x)-

But Sa = Sa± and Com(a, b) = Com(<2, b-1), and it follows:

Sa ° Sb(x) = Sa± o Sb(x) = Sa„b(x).

5. Intervals, congruences, and subalgebras

Proposition 11. Every interval of an OSOL possesses a natural OSOL structure.

Proof. If (L, S) is an OSOL, then on each interval [a, b] of L, there is a

natural OML structure. For x , y e[a, b], a = Sx(a) < Sx(y) < Sx(b) = b . If

for each x in [a, b] we denote by S'x the restriction of Sx to [a, b], then it

is easy to see that ([a, b], S') is an OSOL.

Proposition 12. Let G be an ideal (resp. a filter) of L. Then G is a p-ideal

(resp. a p-filter) if and only if G is stable under every automorphism Sa for

a e L.

Proof. An ideal G of L is a p-ideal iff for all x e G and a e L, <pa(x) e G.
Hence we need only use axiom (S2).

Proposition 13. In an OSOL, zero equivalence classes of congruences are p-

ideals.

Proof. It is obvious that such an equivalence class is a p-ideal. Conversely, let

I be a p-ideal of an OSOL (L, S), let F = {xx|x e 1} the corresponding

p-filter, and = be the OML congruence defined by: x = y o (x <-> y e F).

We need only show that = is compatible with S.

If x, y, a e L, and x = y , then Sa(x <-►>>) = Sa(x) <-> Sa(y), and it follows

by Proposition 12, that Sa(x) = Sa(y).

If z e L and c e F, then by (6), Sc(z) <-► z = Com(c, z). But c e F

implies Com(c, z) e F , and it follows that Sc(z) = z.

Let a, b e L such that a = b. Let x e L, and y = x A (a <-+ b). Then
a <-> b = 1 implies x A (a <->/>) = x, thus y = x. As a *-* b < Com(<z, b),

we have y < Com(a, b), hence by (12), Sa^b(y) = Sa ° Sb(y). It follows
from the above results and from a *-> b e F that Sa„b(y) = y, therefore

Sa ° Sb(y) = y and Sb(y) = Sa(y). From x = y it follows that Sa(x) = Sa(y)

and Sb(x) = 5¿,(y). Hence 5a(x) = *2v,(x), and the proof is complete.

Corollary. The class of all OMLs that can be equipped with an OSOL structure

is axiomatizable in the first order language of OMLs.

Proof. This class C is obviously closed under formation of products, and by

Proposition 13, is also closed under homomorphic images. It follows that C is

closed under ultraproducts, because an ultraproduct of algebras is a homomor-

phic image of a product. Hence C is axiomatizable [3].

Remarks, (a) The class C, being closed under homomorphic images, admits a

set of axioms that are positive sentences [3] (a sentence is said to be positive if

it can be written using only connectives "and," "or," V, 3).
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(b) C is not a variety, because C is not closed under subalgebras. For

instance, L7 (cf. Figure 2) is a sub-OML of OSOL L9, and L7 does not
belong to C.

Proposition 14. If L is an OSOL and E a subset of L, then C(E) = {x e
L\iy e E, xCy} is a (relatively complete) sub-OSOL of L.

Proof. If a, x e C(E), then for any y e E,

Com(5a(x), y) = Com(Sa(x), Sa(y))

= Sa(Com(x, y)) = Sa(l) = 1.

Hence Sa(x) e C(E).

Corollary. Projection lattices of von Neumann algebras are OSOLs.

Proof. If L is the projection ortholattice of a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert

space H, then in C(H), L = C(C(L)).

6. Symmetric Baer '-semigroups

In this section, most of the proofs that are rather standard are omitted.

Lemma. Let Lx be an OML and ~L(LX) be its coordinate Baer * -semigroup [4].

For any map f from Lx to Lx, the following are equivalent:

(i) / is an involutive automorphism of Lx ;

(ii) fel(Lx), f*=f, and P = lLt.

In what follows, (L, S) denotes an OSOL, and S(L) the coordinate Baer

*-semigroup of the OML L .

Definition. We define on S(L)  a unary operation o by f = Sy+(o) , where

/+(0) denotes the greatest element of {x e L|/(x) = 0}.  (Recall that f =

?»/+(0)) •

Proposition 15. The following identities are satisfied in (L(L), o) :

(SB1) (a)  r = fa\
(b) (n2 = iL;
(c) (f°y=f°;
(d) f°g°f° = (gf°Y;

(SB2) gfg' = gfg';
(SB3) (f(gf)T = fa(gf)'° ■

Remark. Identities (SB2) and (SB3) can also be written resp. g"f°g' - g"f'g'

(since, in any Baer '-semigroup, g = gg"), and (f(gf)')a = fa(gf)a .

Definition. A symmetric Baer '-semigroup is a Baer '-semigroup equipped with

a unary operation a fulfilling identities (SB1), (SB2), (SB3) of Proposition 15.

We remind that if X is a Baer '-semigroup and if P'ÇL) denotes the OML

of its closed projections, then the map O from Z to X(P'(X)), defined by

<P/(x) = (x/*)", is a homomorphism of Baer '-semigroups. Moreover, if

/ € P'(Z), then <P^ = cpf (Sasaki projection on /).
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Proposition 16. Let (X, o) be a symmetric Baer *-semigroup. We define Sa,

for any a e P'ÇL), by Sa = <J>atr. Then (P'ÇL), S) is an OSOL.

Proposition 17. Let (L,S) be an OSOL, (L(L), o) be the corresponding sym-

metric Baer '-semigroup, and (P'ÇL(L)), S') be the OSOL of all closed projec-

tions of X(L). Then the map q> from L to P'(L(L)), which to each a e L

assigns the Sasaki projection tpa, is an OSOL isomorphism.

Proposition 18. Let

- (X, <r) be a symmetric Baer * -semigroup;

- (f"(X), S) be the OSOL of its closed projections;
- (S(P'(L)), o')   be the symmetric Baer  '-semigroup corresponding to

(P'ÇL), S).
Then the map <P from (X, a) to (S(P'(Y)), o') is a homomorphism of sym-

metric Baer *-semigroups.

Proposition 19. Identity (13): gf'g' — gf'g' holds in every symmetric Baer

'-semigroup, and in every Baer '-semigroup X(L) coordinatizing an OML L,

but fails in some Baer '-semigroups.

Proof. If (X, a) is a symmetric Baer '-semigroup, then by (SB2) and (SB1),

we have

gf'g' = gfag' = gf'ag' = gf'g'-

In any Baer '-semigroup, identity (13) is equivalent to g"f'g' = g"f"g', be-

cause g = gg" and (g")' = g'. In a Baer '-semigroup of the form X(L), this

last identity is equivalent to

(14)    <Pa±°<Pb°<Pa = (Pa±°<Pb±°<Pa,
where a , b are arbitrary elements of L. If x € L and y = <pa(x) then:

((y V ¿>x) A b) V a = (((y Vè1)A/3)V^)Va = ((y V èx) A (y V b)) V a,

hence ((y V èx) A b) V a — ((y V b) A èx) V a, from which we easily deduce

identity (14). If H is a Hilbert space, then the set B(H) of all bounded linear
operators on H is a Baer '-ring, hence in particular a Baer '-semigroup. If /,

g e B(H), gf'g' = g(l- f')g' = -gf'g', therefore, if gf'g' ¿ 0 (which is
generally true), then gf'g' ± gf'g'.

1. Concluding remarks

(a) Proposition 19 shows that the class of all Baer '-semigroups is not the

smallest equational class containing all Baer '-semigroups of the form Z(L).

(b) Let H be a Hilbert space of dimension > 2 over K (where K = R or

C), and let X be the Baer '-semigroup B(H). It is well known that the canon-

ical homomorphism O, from X to X(/"(X)) = X(C(//)) is neither one-to-one,

nor onto. Indeed, if f e B(H) and X e C(H), <bf(X) is the topological
closure of f(X), hence for any A e K - {0}, O^ = Óy. On the other hand,

if A is an atom of C(H), the mapping 8 from C(H) to C(H), defined by
8(X) = {0} if X < A , 8(X) = H otherwise, belongs to X(C(//)) -0>(X) (if B
is an atom of C(H), such that B ^ A then 8(B) = H is not an atom). This

shows that the canonical functor between OMLs and Baer '-semigroups is not

an equivalence of categories.
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If for each / e X we define f° as being the orthogonal symmetry corre-

sponding to Ker(f), then (X, a) is not a symmetric Baer '-semigroup, but it

verifies all identity axioms of these algebras except (SB1) (a) and (SB2), since

f'a = -f and g"f°g' = 2g"f'g'. If G is a multiplicative subgroup of
K — {0}, which is stable under conjugation (in the case where K = C), we

define an equivalence R on X by:

(fRg) & (3Â € G such that / = kg).

Then R is a congruence on (X, a). Let (X', a') = (X, a)/R . It is clear that

if {-1, 2} is contained in G, then (X', o') is a symmetric Baer '-semigroup,

and that P'(U) = C(H). If G ¿ K - {0} (for instance if G is the subgroup
generated by {-1,2}), then we can prove in the same way as above that the

homomorphism <P from X' to X(C(7/)) is neither one-to-one, nor onto. It

follows that if we replace Baer '-semigroups by symmetric Baer '-semigroups,

or by Baer '-semigroups in which identity (13) holds, then the functor defined

as above is still not an equivalence of categories.

(c) Now we are going to describe a simple idealized experiment which shows

that, in quantum mechanics, some orthogonal symmetries on the phase space

have a physical meaning. In the classical two-hole experiment, we suppose that

behind the two-hole screen, there is a second (absorbing) screen with one hole

at a point of a dark interference fringe. According to whether one hole of the

first screen or the other is filled up, we obtain behind the second screen, two

opposite wave functions, whereas before the first screen the wave functions are

identical. If we consider the distance between the two screens (which can be

very small) to be negligible, we obtain two symmetrical wave functions, which

separately, are physically indistinguishable; but if both holes are open, then

the wave function is the superposition of the above two functions, hence is

the same before the first screen and vanishes behind the second screen. If the

distance between the two screens is not considered to be negligible, we obtain,

by orthogonal projection onto the subspace of all functions vanishing between

the two screens, an orthogonal symmetry on this closed subspace of the phase

space.
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